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Efficient routing in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) is highly desired and con-
nected dominating sets (CDS) have been gaining significant popularity in this regard. The
CDS based approach reduces the search for a minimum cost path between a pair of source
and destination terminals to the set of terminals forming the backbone network. Re-
searchers over the years have developed numerous distributed and localized algorithms
for constructing CDSs which minimize the number of terminals forming the backbone or
which provide multiple node-disjoint paths between each pair of terminals. However none
of this research focuses on minimizing the load at the bottleneck terminal of the backbone
network constructed by the CDS algorithms. A terminal becomes a bottleneck if the of-
fered traffic load is greater than its effective transmission rate. In this thesis we analyze the
load-based performance of a popular CDS algorithm which has been employed in MANET
routing and a k-connected k-dominating set (k-CDS) algorithm and compare it with our new
centralized algorithm which has been designed to minimize the load at the bottleneck ter-
minal of the backbone network. We verify the effectiveness of our algorithm by simulating
over a large number of random test networks.
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1.1 Ad Hoc Networks
The ability of a mobile ad hoc network (MANET) to temporarily form a network
with mobile terminals equipped with radios has made it very popular in certain applications.
Such networks do not require an established or centralized infrastructure as the terminals
of the network communicate by coordinating their transmissions and routing the packets
in a distributed manner [1]. Distributed transmission scheduling protocols are used for co-
ordinating the packet transmissions among neighboring terminals to avoid collisions while
routing protocols determine the path along which a packet is forwarded from the source to
the destination terminal.
Ad hoc networks can be quickly deployed and can provide reliable communications
in situations where it is difficult to establish any permanent network. Added to this, ad hoc
networks have low maintenance cost, require minimal configuration, and are highly robust.
The flexibility offered by ad hoc networks has led to their widespread application in the
areas of environment monitoring [2], vehicular networks [3] [4], military applications [5]
and for setting up emergency communication networks in disaster scenarios [6].
1
1.2 Virtual Backbones in Ad Hoc Networks
Even though an ad hoc network does not have a physical infrastructure, forming a
virtual backbone provides a two-level hierarchical structure to the network [7], [8]. Such
a virtual backbone can provide a significant advantage as it reduces the search space for
routing in the network. Routing in the network can be constrained to the virtual backbone,
minimizing the routing search time as well as reducing the routing table size. In general a
dominating set (DS) is a set where every terminal of the network is either in the set or is a
neighbor of a terminal in the set. When a DS is connected, it is referred to as a connected
dominating set (CDS), i.e., any two terminals in the DS are connected via intermediate
terminals of the DS. The CDS has become the preferred method for the construction of the
virtual backbone in ad hoc networks.
The earliest research focused on keeping the virtual backbone as small as possible.
Using a graph to represent an ad hoc network, the objective is to construct a minimum
connected dominating set (MCDS). Distributed algorithms for constructing MCDS have
been suggested in several papers such as [9], [8], [10], [11]. Wu et al. [9] proposes a
localized algorithm for generating a CDS where a marking process is utilized to mark a
node if it has two unconnected neighbors. For achieving an approximate MCDS pruning
rules are also described in the paper. Dai et al. [10] further extends the pruning rules to
k-hop neighborhoods for achieving better results. Chen et al. [11] also proposes a localized
algorithm to construct a CDS for topology maintenance, where a terminal become part of
the backbone when two of its neighbors cannot reach each other directly or via one or two
terminals already in the backbone.
In order to add robustness and fault tolerance to the virtual backbone, distributed
CDS algorithms with k-connectivity are investigated in [12], [13], [14]. The k-connectivity
property requires that between any pair of terminals in the backbone there exists at least
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k different node-disjoint paths. With k-connectivity, communication will not be disrupted
even when upto k-1 paths fail. Along with the multi-path redundancy, k-connectivity also
provides load-balancing among the terminals forming the virtual backbone.
1.3 Thesis Outline
In this thesis we analyze the load-based performance of an approximate MCDS al-
gorithm and a 2-connectivity CDS algorithm. We also propose a new centralized algorithm
designed to improve the load-based performance of any approximate MCDS algorithm
and we compare its performance with the approximate MCDS and 2-connectivity CDS al-
gorithms. Chapter 2 provides a description of the network model used in our study. We
describe the backbone network and a distributed transmission scheduling algorithm utilized
by the terminals forming the backbone. A performance metric is defined to permit com-
parative analysis of the different CDS algorithms. Chapter 3 gives the pseudocodes for the
approximate MCDS algorithm, the 2-connectivity CDS algorithm, and our new centralized
load-based CDS algorithm. Chapter 4 describes the simulation model utilized for analyz-
ing the performance of the three CDS algorithms. Results are provided for two different
scenarios of network densities. Chapter 5 presents the conclusion of the thesis as well as




We model an ad hoc network as a unit-disk graph G(V,E) where V is the set of all the
terminals in the network. Each terminal has an equal communication range. Two terminals
which are within communication range share a half-duplex, bidirectional link represented
as an edge E of the graph, and terminals may transmit and receive data packets without
error as long as no packet collisions occur. Two terminals are said to be 1-neighbors if
they are within communication range and 2-neighbors if they are not 1-neighbors and there
exists a terminal which is a 1-neighbor to both. The neighborhood of a terminal comprises
the terminal itself and its 1 and 2-neighbors.
Terminals use omnidirectional antennas to broadcast to all other terminals in range
and we assume that the terminals are synchronized to time slot boundaries. A broadcast
transmission is successful if it is received by all the terminals that are within range of the
transmitter and unsuccessful if a collision occurs at any of the 1-neighbors of the transmit-
ter. A packet collision occurs in two ways: first, if two terminals which are 1-neighbors
transmit at the same time and second if two terminals which are 2-neighbors transmit si-
multaneously causing a collision in all their common 1-neighbor terminals. One approach
for constructing a collision free transmission schedule is for each terminal to be assigned
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a unique color number with respect to the other terminals in its neighborhood and then
assigning each color number a unique transmission slot in a transmission frame.
2.1 The Backbone Network
A subset of the terminals is used for forming the backbone of the network. The
backbone can be constructed by using any known algorithm which forms a CDS. Terminals
forming the backbone network are the dominant terminals of the network. The backbone
network constructed by the CDS algorithm ensures that the non-backbone terminals are at
1-hop distance from any dominant terminal. A non-backbone terminal may have multiple
dominant terminals that are 1-neighbors. However any non-backbone terminal associates
with just one dominant terminal in its 1-neighborhood. In this hierarchical network model,
a dominant terminal utilizes Lyui’s transmission scheduling algorithm [15] for channel
access, while a non-backbone terminal uses a contention-based channel access protocol for
forwarding traffic to the associated dominant terminal.
We assume the availability of multiple heterogenous channels to the network and
also the ability of software-defined radios (SDRs) to support two transceivers and to op-
erate independently on non-overlapping frequency channels. A dominant terminal uses
one of the transceivers for forwarding traffic along the backbone network and the second
transceiver for communicating with the associated non-backbone terminals.
2.2 Lyui’s Transmission Scheduling Algorithm
For a collision free transmission among the dominant terminals we utilize a trans-
mission scheduling algorithm developed by Lyui [15] where transmission slots are assigned
to terminals based on the color number of the terminals. Lyui’s algorithm assigns each ter-
5
Table 2.1: Lyui’s candidate transmission slot for the first eight color numbers.
Candidate Transmission Slot Numbers
Color Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
1 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
2 x x x x x x x x
3 x x x x





minal a color number which is the smallest positive integer that is different from the color
numbers of all the terminals in its neighborhood. A terminal k with color number ck is a
candidate for transmission in slots t which satisfy
t = ck + n× p(ck) (2.1)
or in slots t which satisfy
t mod p(ck) = ck mod p(ck) (2.2)
where p(ck) is the smallest power of two greater than or equal to ck. For example, Table 2.1
illustrates the set of possible candidates for each slot considering the first eight color num-
bers. For a given slot t, terminal k uses (2.1) or (2.2) to determine which of the terminals in
its neighborhood are candidates for transmission. The set of candidate terminals calculated
by terminal k to transmit in slot t is C(t, k) ⊆ N(k), where N(k) is the set of terminals
in the neighborhood of terminal k and m ∈ C(t, k) if t mod p(cm) = cm mod p(cm). Fi-
nally terminal k transmits in slot t if k is a candidate in slot t and k has the largest color
number among all the terminals in the neighborhood that are candidates for that particular
6
slot. Each terminal has a transmission frame of length equal to the smallest power of two
greater than or equal to the maximum color number in the terminal’s neighborhood. Lyui’s
algorithm ensures one guaranteed transmission slot per frame for each terminal, and a ter-
minal may be assigned multiple transmission slots depending on the color numbers of the
other terminals in its neighborhood. A description of Lyui’s slot assignment algorithm and
its properties can be found in [16].
2.3 Maximum Stable Throughput
Each terminal in the network (dominant or non-backbone) generates traffic for every
other terminal with an equal rate. The dominant terminals are responsible for forwarding
traffic along the backbone for each source-destination path that passes through it. We define
Λi as the number of source-destination paths for which terminal i must forward traffic. Let
Ci be the total number of slots in terminal i’s transmission frame and Si the number of slots
assigned to terminal i in its frame. The effective transmission rate for terminal i is Si/Ci
packets per slot. The load-factor for terminal i (LFi) can be defined as the ratio of the






We define the end-to-end throughput as the total rate at which all traffic reaches
its destinations. The largest value of end-to-end throughput for which the arrival rate to
each terminal is less than or equal to its forwarding rate is the maximum stable end-to-end
throughput, denoted by Γ. In Appendix A it is shown that the maximum stable end-to-end
7





Dominant terminals with high load-factor values have either a large number of
source-destination paths flowing through them or only a small number of transmission
opportunities per frame. We refer to the dominant terminal with the largest load-factor
value as the bottleneck terminal. The maximum load-factor, i.e., the largest load-factor
value of the network, is an indicator of the bottleneck that exists in the network. Mini-
mizing the maximum load-factor value of the network reduces the traffic load at the bot-
tleneck terminal. The LoBaTS protocol [17] alleviates traffic congestion by altering the
transmission schedules and providing additional transmission slots to terminals with large
load-factor values, thereby increasing their effective transmission rate and minimizing their
corresponding load-factor values. However in this research work, we address this problem
by reducing the number of terminals that participate in forwarding packets and finding suit-








Figure 2.1: Network of 7 terminals. Terminal C, D, and E are the dominant termi-
nals forming the backbone network. Terminals A, B, F, and G are the non-dominant
terminals.
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Figure 2.1 illustrates a network of 7 terminals. Terminals C, D, and E are the dom-
inant terminals in the network and form the backbone. Terminals A, B, F, and G are the
non-dominant terminals. Terminals A and B associate with C while terminals F and G as-
sociate with E. The dominant terminals C, D, and E are assigned the color numbers 1, 2 and
3, respectively, and transmission slots based on Lyui’s transmission scheduling algorithm.
The transmission frame size for this example network is 4 slots, which is the smallest power
of 2 greater than the largest color number in the network.
Table 2.2: Load-Factor values of the dominant terminals for the 7 terminal network.
Dominant Terminal Color Slots Λi Si/Ci LFi
C 1 1 12 0.25 48
D 2 2,4 24 0.50 48
E 3 3 12 0.25 48
Terminal C has 4 source-destination paths which originates at C and flow through
the backbone network, i.e, from C to the terminals D, E, F, and G. The paths from C
to the terminals A and B do not flow through the backbone network. Terminal C has 8
additional source-destination paths, 4 originating at terminal A and the other 4 originating
at terminal B, flowing through it and along the backbone network. As such ΛC = 12; by
symmetry ΛE = 12. Terminal D has 6 source-destination paths that originate at D, and flow
through the backbone network. Additionally it has another 18 source-destination paths,
3 originating from each terminal other than D, that flow though it along the backbone
network. As such for terminal D, ΛD = 24. In Table 2.2, the slots assigned, the number
of source-destination paths, the effective transmission rate, and the load-factor values for
the 3 dominant terminals of the network are shown. Terminal D has twice the number of
source-destination paths flowing through it compared to terminals C and E. However it has
9
twice the transmission rate per slot compared to that of terminals C and E as it is assigned
two transmission slots in a four slot frame by Lyui’s transmission scheduling algorithm.
The load-factor values for all the three dominant terminals in the network are the same and
the maximum load-factor value for the network is 48. The maximum stable throughput for
this 7 terminal network is 0.875. A similar calculation shows that if all the terminals are









Figure 2.2: A network with 25 terminals. The backbone is constructed by an approx-
imate MCDS algorithm.
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Table 2.3: Load-Factor values of the 7 dominant terminals for the 25 terminal net-
work.
Dominant Terminal Color Slots Λi Si/Ci LFi
A 1 1,3,7 84 0.375 224
B 2 2,6 210 0.25 840
C 5 5 276 0.125 2208
D 4 4,8 164 0.25 656
E 1 1 146 0.125 1168
F 3 3,7 116 0.25 464
G 2 2,6 84 0.25 336
Figure 2.2 shows a network of 25 terminals in which 7 terminals form the back-
bone network. The backbone is constructed using an approximate distributed MCDS algo-
rithm. Table 2.3 lists the color numbers, transmission slot assignments, number of source-
destination paths, effective transmission rate, and load-factor values for each of the 7 dom-
inant terminals forming the backbone network. The maximum load-factor value for this 25
terminal network is 2208 and the corresponding maximum stable throughput is 0.27.
In Figure 2.3 we have the same 25 terminal network. Two additional terminals
(terminals H and K) are added to the backbone. The color numbers, transmission slot
assignments, number of source-destination paths, effective transmission rate, and load-
factor values for the 9 dominant terminals is shown in Table 2.4. From the table, it is
observed that the maximum load-factor value for the network is 1744. The maximum
stable throughput is 0.34
The results indicate that a backbone network constructed by an MCDS algorithm is
not ideal for minimizing the traffic congestion in a network. By adding additional termi-











Figure 2.3: A network with 25 terminals. Terminals H and K are added to the back-
bone constructed by the MCDS algorithm.
Table 2.4: Load-Factor values of the 9 dominant terminals for the 25 terminal net-
work.
Dominant Terminal Color Slots Λi Si/Ci LFi
A 3 3 92 0.125 736
B 2 2 86 0.125 688
C 5 5 66 0.125 528
D 4 4,8 108 0.25 432
E 1 1 218 0.125 1744
F 3 3 66 0.125 528
G 2 2 84 0.125 672
H 6 6 94 0.125 752




3.1 Essential Connected Dominating Set
Computing the minimum connected dominating set (MCDS) is an NP-hard prob-
lem [18]. Over the years researchers have come up with a number of distributed algorithms
for constructing an approximate MCDS. A number of such distributed CDS algorithms
have also been applied to MANET routing [19], [20], [21]. In this paper we base our work
on the essential connected dominating set (ECDS) algorithm, a distributed CDS algorithm,
discussed in detail in Appendix A of the simplified multicast forwarding (SMF) specifica-
tion [22]. In the ECDS algorithm a terminal requires knowledge of its local neighborhood
only. The algorithm elects the dominant terminals of the CDS, thereby forming the back-
bone of the network. Several election heuristics have been proposed and used for electing
the dominant terminals in the ECDS and other distributed CDS algorithms. For this study,
we use the 1-neighborhood degree or nodal degree as the election heuristic. In the event of
a tie, i.e., if two terminals have the same nodal degree, then the terminal having the greater
id value is given priority. The ECDS selection algorithm is summarized in the following
steps:
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1. A terminal (T) calculates its nodal degree and initializes a set containing the ids of
the terminals in its neighborhood.
2. If the nodal degree of T is less than 2, then T does not elect itself as a dominant
terminal.
3. If T’s nodal degree is greater than all the terminals in its neighborhood, then T elects
itself as a dominant terminal.
4. If T is not elected as a dominant terminal, initialize a set containing all the terminals
in its neighborhood and mark them as unvisited.
5. Find the terminal N1−max which has the highest nodal degree in T’s 1-neighborhood.
6. Initialize a queue (Q) containing N1−max and mark terminal N1−max as visited.
7. While the Q is not empty, remove a terminal (X) from the head of the Q. Mark each
1-neighbor (Z) of X as visited. If the nodal degree of Z is greater than that of T, then
push Z into Q.
8. If any of T’s 1-neighbors remain unvisited, then T elects itself as a dominant terminal.
Otherwise T does not participate in the backbone network.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the dominant terminals selected by the ECDS algorithm for
a 100 terminal network. The terminals are placed randomly in a square area of 1000 by
1000 with a uniform communication range of 200. Of the 100 terminals in the network, 29
are dominant terminals (forming the backbone network). In the figure, the dominant ter-
minals forming the backbone network are marked with a green ‘o’ while the non-dominant
terminals are shown with a blue ‘+’.
14







Figure 3.1: A network of 100 terminals with the communication range equal to 200.
The backbone is formed by the distributed ECDS algorithm.
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3.2 2-CDS
The availability of multiple node-disjoint paths between any source-destination ter-
minal pair can be utilized to reduce the bottleneck. With an appropriate routing metric, the
availability of additional paths allows the network to distribute its load. In [12], four local-
ized algorithms are investigated for constructing a k-connected k-dominating set (k-CDS)
backbone network. A network is k-connected if any two terminals in the network are con-
nected via k terminal-disjoint paths. Also a network is k-dominating if every non-backbone
terminal has at least k dominant terminals in its 1-neighborhood. Such a k-connected k-
dominating set is simply referred to as k-CDS.
We use the color based k-CDS construction algorithm for our analysis, which is
a hybrid of probabilistic and deterministic approaches. The algorithm provides a general
framework for converting any CDS algorithm into a k-CDS algorithm. The algorithm can
be summarized as follows:
1. The first step is probabilistic; each terminal randomly selects a color cv (1 ≤ cv ≤ k).
The idea is to partition the network into k disjoint sub-networks.
2. The second step is deterministic; for each of the k sub-networks, any traditional CDS
algorithm is applied for creating a backbone which covers the original network.
3. The final backbone network is the union of all the k colored backbone networks.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the backbone generated by the 2-CDS algorithm. Here we
partition the network into two disjoint sub-networks. Terminals with even number ids
belong to one half while the odd numbered terminals belong to the other half. In both the
sub-networks, a backbone is constructed using the ECDS algorithm. Combining the two
backbones formed in each sub-network we obtain the desired 2-CDS backbone network.
In the figure we have the same 100 terminal network in a 1000 by 1000 square area. The
16
100 terminals are divided into two sub-networks; terminals marked with a ’+’ belong to
one sub-network while the terminals marked with a ’x’ belong to the other sub-network.
Of the 100 terminals in the network, 42 terminals are used for constructing the backbone
network and are represented in the figure by the green ‘o’ symbols.







Figure 3.2: A network of 100 terminals where the communication range is equal to
200. The backbone is formed by the color based 2-CDS algorithm.
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3.3 Load-Based CDS
Our new load-based CDS (LoB-CDS) algorithm extends the existing ECDS algo-
rithm or for that matter any algorithm which can approximately generate an MCDS. The
algorithm works in an iterative manner and attempts to minimize the maximum load-factor
value of the network by finding an appropriate relay terminal in the 1-neighborhood of a
terminal with a large load-factor value and adding the relay to the backbone network. By
adding suitable relay terminals to the neighborhood of the terminals with large load-factor
values and integrating the algorithm with an appropriate routing metric, the maximum load-
factor value of the network can be reduced. The LoB-CDS algorithm is illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.3. Next we summarize the main steps of the algorithm:
1. Form the backbone network using any traditional MCDS algorithm.
2. Assign colors to the dominant terminals of the network; compute their transmission
slots per frame based on Lyui’s transmission scheduling algorithm.
3. Each dominant terminal computes its load-factor value which is the ratio of the num-
ber of source-destination paths for which it must forward traffic to its effective trans-
mission rate. Initialize Fail Counter = 0.
4. The dominant terminals are placed in a queue (Q) in decreasing order of its load-
factor values. The head of the Q holds the terminal with the highest load-factor
value. The current max load factor value (MaxLF ) of the network is noted.
5. While the Q in not empty, remove a terminal (T) from the head of the Q. Mark all
1-neighbors of T as unvisited.
6. Pick a terminal (X), one at a time, from the 1-neighbors of T and mark X as visited.
Terminal X is temporarily taken as a dominant terminal and assigned a color number
18
and a transmission slot based on Lyui’s algorithm. Compute the load-factors of the
dominant terminals. Also compute the max load-factor value (MaxLFTX ) of the
network and store the value with the terminal id of X.
7. Repeat step 6 for every 1-neighbor of T not visited. Find the terminal (Z) for which
the network had minimum max load-factor value (MaxLFT ).
8. If MaxLFT < MaxLF (computed in step 4), then Z is permanently accepted as
a dominant terminal. If however MaxLFT ≥ MaxLF , then increment the failure
counter. Go to step 5.
9. The algorithm exits if the failure counter is equal to three (i.e. after 3 attempts a
suitable relay terminal is not found which could minimize the max load-factor value
of the network). Otherwise, goto step 5.
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Start
Form a backbone network with any MCDS algorithm
Calculate load factor values of the dominant terminals
Sort terminals and place them in decreasing order of
their load factor values in a queue (Q). Note the max
load factor value of the network (MaxLF). Set
Fail_Counter = 0
While Q not 
empty
Remove terminal (T) from head of Q. Mark all 1-
neighbors of T as unvisited
Pick a terminal (X) from 1-neighbor of T. Mark X as
visited. Temporarily mark X as dominant terminal;
assign Tx slot to X based on Lyui’s algorithm
Compute the max load factor value of the network.
Save it as MaxLFTX with the terminal id of X
While all 1-
neighbors of T 
not visitedIf MaxLFT < 
MaxLF







Find 1-neighbor of T (terminal Z) for which the









Figure 3.3: Outline of the load-based connected dominating set algorithm
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In Figures 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6, the backbone constructed by the LoB-CDS algorithm
for the same 100 terminal network using three different routing metrics is illustrated. As
the LoB-CDS algorithm depends on the max load-factor values calculated at each iteration,
utilizing different routing metrics leads to different backbone networks. The three different
routing metrics which we have implemented with the LoB-CDS algorithm in the following
figures are discussed in Chapter 4 in Section 4.2.







Figure 3.4: A network of 100 terminals with the communication range equal to 200.
The backbone is formed by the LoB-CDS algorithm using the min-hop routing metric.
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Figure 3.5: A network of 100 terminals with the communication range equal to 200.
The backbone is formed by the LoB-CDS algorithm using the forwarding-rate routing
metric.
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Figure 3.6: A network of 100 terminals with the communication range equal to 200.




Simulation Model and Results
We use a simulation program to investigate the performance of the LoB-CDS algo-
rithm and compare its performance with that of the ECDS and 2-CDS algorithms. For each
simulation, a random topology is created and a subset of the terminals are selected to form
the backbone network using one of the three CDS algorithms discussed in the previous
chapter. The dominant terminals forming the backbone network are assigned transmis-
sion slots based on Lyui’s transmission scheduling algorithm and using appropriate routing
metrics, the minimum cost path between all source-destination terminals are calculated.
Based on the minimum cost paths that are computed, a count of the number of paths that
each terminal must forward is found and the corresponding load-factor value calculated.
The performance of the particular CDS algorithm for a specific network scenario is mea-
sured with the maximum stable end-to-end throughput which is based on the maximum
load-factor value.
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4.1 Simulation Model Description
Terminals are placed at random locations in a 1000 by 1000 square grid with a
uniform distribution and all terminals have the same communication range. Two different
scenarios are simulated. For scenario 1 there are 100 terminals and the communication
range is set between 200 and 450. For scenario 2, the number of terminals is increased to
200 and the communication ranges that are examined vary from 150 to 450. For scenario 1,
the minimum communication range of 200 ensures with a high probability that the network
is connected, i.e., every terminal can reach every other terminal via the backbone network.
Also the density of the network, i.e., the ratio of the number of terminals to the area for
scenario 1 is 1
1002
. For scenario 2, the minimum communication range of 150 gives with
a high probability a connected network and the network density is 2
1002
. For each CDS
algorithm, scenario, and communication range, 500 randomly generated topologies are
simulated and the performance measures averaged.
For each simulation run, the backbone network is first constructed and then using
Lyui’s transmission scheduling algorithm the dominant terminals forming the backbone
network are assigned transmission slots. A non-dominant terminal of the network asso-
ciates with one of the dominant terminals in its 1-neighborhood. A dominant terminal
maintains a count of the number of non-dominant terminals that associates with it. Se-
quentially visiting each dominant terminal in its 1-neighborhood, a non-dominant terminal
associates with a dominant terminal with the smallest count. For a non-dominant terminal,
the dominant terminal to which it associates becomes its parent terminal. Each dominant
terminal in the network computes the minimum cost path to every other dominant terminal
in the network using one of three routing metrics. For the paths between non-dominant
terminals, the minimum cost path between the associated parent terminals is utilized. Traf-
fic is modeled with a fixed rate, full duplex flow between each pair of terminals. We set
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the traffic rate for each source-destination terminal pair to be equal in order to focus on
the bottleneck terminals of the network. Each dominant terminal counts the number of
source-destination paths for which it must forward traffic to another dominant terminal. At
the end of each simulation run, each dominant terminal calculates its load-factor value by
computing the ratio between the count of source-destination flows it must forward to its
effective transmission rate using Equation 2.3 from Chapter 2.
4.2 Routing Metrics
Three different routing metrics are utilized in the simulations when computing the
minimum cost paths.
• Min-Hop Routing Metric : Each communication link is assigned a weight equal
to one. We denote results from simulations using this routing metric with the label
min.
• Forwarding-Rate (FR) Routing Metric : The link weights are inversely propor-
tional to the effective forwarding rate of the associated terminals. For terminal i, Ci
is the total number of slots in terminal i’s transmission frame and Si is the number of





• Load-Factor (LF) Routing Metric : Let Λin−1 be the running count of the number
of source-destination paths for which terminal i needs to forward traffic after source
terminal n-1 computes its minimum cost paths to all destination terminals. When
source terminal n computes its minimum cost paths to all destination terminals, the
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For the initial value of the Load-Factor Routing Metric (LFi1) at terminal i, Λi0 is
taken as 1. Therefore for the initial case, LFi1 = FRi.
The higher the maximum load-factor value of a network, the greater is the load ex-
perienced at the bottleneck terminal. We use the maximum stable end-to-end throughput as
our performance metric for the simulations. Simulation results comparing the performance
of the LoB-CDS algorithm to that of the ECDS and 2-CDS algorithms for each of the three
different routing metrics are given in the next section.
4.3 Simulation Results
The first set of investigations consider scenario 1 with 100 terminals. First, we
compare the performance of our new LoB-CDS algorithm to the ECDS algorithm. Recall,
our algorithm first builds the backbone using the ECDS algorithm and then iteratively at-
tempts to improve the network performance by adding terminals to the backbone. Next,
we compare the network performance of our algorithm to the 2-CDS algorithm described
in Section 3.2.
Results for the LoB-CDS and ECDS algorithms are shown in Figure 4.1. When the
minimum-hop routing metric is employed our LoB-CDS algorithm does not significantly
improve the maximum stable throughput for many values of the communication range.
Even though additional terminals are added to the backbone, the load at the bottleneck
is often not reduced because the traffic is not routed away from the bottleneck terminal.
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However, for either of the two other routing metrics, we see that significant improvement
in the maximum stable throughput is achieved at all values for the communication range.














































Figure 4.1: LoB-CDS versus ECDS for scenario 1 with 100 terminals.
From Figure 4.1 it can be seen that with the min-hop routing metric, the maximum
performance improvement for the LoB-CDS algorithm over the ECDS algorithm is 19%
at a communication range of 218. However the performance is worse at a communication
range of 342. The forwarding-rate routing metric offers a maximum performance improve-
ment of 38% at a communication range of 253 and a minimum performance improvement
of 14% at a communication range of 432. With the load-factor routing metric, the maxi-
mum performance improvement observed is 72% at a communication range of 253 and a
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minimum improvement of 13% is observed at a communication range of 396.
As a further point of comparison, the results reported in [23] consider the same net-
work model with 100 terminals and a communication range equal to 200. In that model all
terminals utilize transmission scheduling, and thus can be considered as backbone termi-
nals. Minimum hop routing is employed, and it is shown that the maximum stable through-
put is 0.246.














































Figure 4.2: LoB-CDS versus 2-CDS for scenario 1 with 100 terminals.
Comparison between our LoB-CDS and the 2-CDS algorithm for the three different
routing metrics is shown in Figure 4.2. The results for our LoB-CDS algorithm are the same
as shown in Figure 4.1. With the min-hop routing metric, the maximum performance im-
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provement observed is 66% at a communication range of 414 and a minimum improvement
of 6% is observed at a communication range of 253. The forwarding-rate routing metric
offers a maximum performance improvement of 81% at a communication range of 414.
With the same routing metric, a minimum performance improvement of 15% is achieved
at a communication range of 235. With the load-factor routing metric the maximum and
minimum performance improvements are 32% and 10% at a communication range of 396
and 450, respectively.
From the investigation shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, it is clear that the routing met-
ric plays a significant role in exploiting the addition of terminals to the backbone network.
The LoB-CDS, ECDS and 2-CDS algorithms all show improved throughput performance
when using the forwarding-rate and load-based routing metrics. The LoB-CDS algorithm
shows improved performance over both the ECDS and 2-CDS algorithms for all commu-
nication ranges for both the forwarding-rate and the load-factor routing metrics. When uti-
lizing the min-hop routing metric, the LoB-CDS algorithm shows improved performance
compared to the 2-CDS algorithm but only at larger communication ranges. While modest
improvements are achieved with the minimum-hop routing metric, the ability of the other
routing metrics to move traffic off a route that has a bottleneck is needed to take advantage
of the terminals that are added to the backbone.
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The second set of simulation results utilize scenario 2 with 200 terminals. The
greater density in this scenario increases the average number of non-dominant terminals
that associate with a dominant terminal which significantly increases the load-factor val-
ues. Overall, the maximum stable throughput decreases compared to scenario 1. Also the
LoB-CDS algorithm provides somewhat larger gains over the ECDS algorithm in denser
networks when employing the forwarding-rate or load-factor routing metrics.















































Figure 4.3: LoB-CDS versus ECDS for scenario 2 with 200 terminals.
Figure 4.3 compares the performance of the LoB-CDS algorithm with that of the
ECDS algorithm with the three different routing metrics. With the min-hop routing metric,
LoB-CDS shows a maximum performance improvement of 31% over ECDS at a com-
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munication range of 170. However at a communication range of 310, LoB-CDS shows a
decrease in performance of -9% over ECDS. The forwarding-rate routing metric provides a
maximum performance improvement of 54% at a communication range of 210 and a min-
imum improvement of 23% at a communication range of 450. With the load-factor routing
metric, a maximum performance improvement of 86% is observed at a communication
range of 230 and a minimum improvement of 9% at a communication range of 350.















































Figure 4.4: LoB-CDS versus 2-CDS for scenario 2 with 200 terminals.
Figure 4.4 compares the performance of the LoB-CDS algorithm with that of the
2-CDS algorithm with the three different routing metrics. The LoB-CDS algorithm offers
a maximum performance improvement of 54% over the 2-CDS algorithm with the min-
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hop routing metric and at a communication range of 410 and a minimum of -5% at a
communication range of 190. The forwarding-rate routing metric provides a maximum
performance improvement of 84% at a communication range of 370 and a minimum of
-1% at a communication range of 450. With the load-factor routing metric, the maximum
performance improvement observed is 16% at a communication range of 270 and the worst
is observed at a communication range of 430 where the gain is -6%.
For scenario 2, the maximum stable throughput performance of the LoB-CDS al-
gorithm is compared with that of the ECDS and 2-CDS algorithms with the three different
routing metrics, shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. Again it can be observed from the figures
that with the forwarding-rate and load-factor routing metrics, the maximum stable end-to-
end throughput for any network can be significantly improved. Also from Figure 4.3, it can
be seen that the LoB-CDS algorithm outperforms the ECDS algorithm over the entire com-
munication range when implementing the forwarding-rate as well as the load-factor routing
metric. With the min-hop routing metric, LoB-CDS provides a performance improvement
over ECDS only at the lower and higher communication ranges. Figure 4.4 shows that LoB-
CDS provides better performance than 2-CDS over the entire communication range when
utilizing the forwarding-rate routing metric. When using the min-hop routing metric, LoB-
CDS shows an improved performance only at higher communication ranges while with the
load-factor routing metric, LoB-CDS only shows a modest performance improvement over
2-CDS between the communication range of 200 to 400.
From the results it can be observed that the LoB-CDS algorithm provides a better
throughput performance in most situations compared to the ECDS and 2-CDS algorithms
with the three different routing metrics. The LoB-CDS algorithm works in an iterative fash-
ion and attempts to minimize the maximum load-factor value of the network at each itera-
tion. As shown in Equation 2.4 from Chapter 2, the maximum stable end-to-end throughput
is inversely proportional to the maximum load-factor value of the network. By minimizing
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the maximum load-factor value of the network at each successive iteration, the LoB-CDS
algorithm correspondingly increases the maximum stable throughput of the network.




































Figure 4.5: Number of dominant terminals at different transmission radius values for
scenario 1 with 100 terminals.
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the average number of terminals required for constructing
the backbone network at different communication ranges for scenario 1 and 2, respectively.
From the figures it is apparent that as the communication range increases, the size of the
backbone network decreases. In the simulations, the LoB-CDS algorithm is developed over
the ECDS algorithm; hence the figures show the number of additional terminals added on
average to the backbone formed by the ECDS algorithm for obtaining the LoB-CDS back-
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Figure 4.6: Number of dominant terminals at different transmission radius values for
scenario 2 with 200 terminals.
bone at the different communication ranges. For scenario 1, it can be seen from Figure 4.5
that for constructing the LoB-CDS backbone network, the maximum number of terminals
added on average to the backbone formed by ECDS is 6. Figure 4.6 shows that for scenario
2, the maximum number of terminals added on average is 8 over the entire communication
range. The figures also show that a smaller number of terminals are required on average
for constructing the backbone network with the LoB-CDS algorithm than with the 2-CDS
algorithm particularly at the smaller communication ranges.
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The primary focus of the investigations reported in this thesis is on the performance
of the scheduled channel-access protocols at the backbone network. The performance of
the contention-based channel-access protocol that is utilized by the non-backbone terminals
to forward traffic to the dominate terminals in not included in our analysis. In Appendix
B we present an approximate analysis of the relative load that must be handled by the
contention-based channel-access protocol. We show that the contention-based traffic load is
smaller than the traffic load that must be handled by the bottleneck terminal of the backbone
network for nearly all of the scenarios that we have examined. Only for scenarios in which
the number of non-backbone terminals associated with a backbone terminal is large is it
likely that contention from forwarding traffic between the dominant and the associated
non-backbone terminals will be a significant factor. It is a topic for future work to account





In this research work we analyze the load-based performance of a popular CDS al-
gorithm whch has been implemented in MANET routing and its 2-connectivity variant and
compare its performance with a new centralized algorithm designed to improve the overall
load-based performance of the network. The results indicate that for a two-level hierarchi-
cal network the backbone constructed by a CDS algorithm which approximates an MCDS
is not the best choice for minimizing the bottleneck in the network. Such minimal backbone
networks put a greater load on the bottleneck terminals. The 2-connectivity CDS algorithm
provides redundancy and alternate routes which can be utilized with appropriate routing
metrics to achieve load-balancing. However the 2-connectivity CDS algorithm requires a
greater number of terminals compared to our new LoB-CDS algorithm for constructing the
backbone network. A greater number of terminals in the backbone network reduces the
effective transmission rate of the dominant terminals which increases the load-factor value
of the network. Also our new LoB-CDS algorithm offers better load-based performance
compared to the 2-connectivity CDS algorithm especially for a sparse network.
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Appendix A
Development of the maximum stable end-to-end throughput follows the approach origi-
nally presented in [23].
Table A.1: A summary of the symbols used and their definitions.
Symbol Definition
Γ Maximum stable end-to-end throughput
Ci Total number of transmission slots in terminal i’s transmission frame.
Si Number of transmission slots assigned to terminal i in its frame.
Λi Count of the number of source-destination paths for which terminal i needs
to forward traffic.
We define γ as the end-to-end throughput for a network, i.e., the total rate at which
all traffic reaches its destinations and λ as the average traffic rate on each source-destination
path. For a network of N terminals, the number of source-destination terminal pairs is N(N-
1). We set the traffic rate for each source-destination terminal pair to be equal in order to










The effective transmission rate for terminal i is Si/Ci packets per slot. A terminal is said
to be stable if the average rate of incoming traffic is less than its effective transmission rate,
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Now Γ is the maximum stable throughput for the network, i.e., the largest value of γ for








In this appendix we examine the traffic load that must be handled by the non-dominant
terminals and compare it to the traffic load handled by the bottleneck terminal. Let Mi
be the number of non-dominant terminals that associate with the dominant terminal i. For
a network of N terminals the average uplink-downlink traffic rate from the non-dominant
terminals that associate with the dominant terminal i can be written as
ClientTraffici = 2(N − 1)Miλ (B.1)
Therefore, the maximum average uplink-downlink traffic at any dominant terminal in the
network is
Max[ClientTraffici]∀i = 2(N − 1)Mmaxλ (B.2)
where Mmax is the maximum number of non-dominant terminals that associate with any
dominant terminal of the network.
The average rate that a dominant terminal i forwards traffic on the backbone net-
work is given by λΛi. Therefore, the maximum average rate that any dominant terminal
can forward traffic on the backbone network can be expressed as Max[λΛi]∀i. The bottle-
neck of a network will exist in the backbone, and not in the uplink-downlink channels of a
dominant terminal if
Max[λΛi]∀i > Max[ClientTraffici]∀i (B.3)
which can be written as
Max[Λi]∀i > 2(N − 1)Mmax (B.4)
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For the simulation results shown below, we use the ECDS algorithm for forming
the backbone network with the forwarding-rate routing metric. For each scenario and com-
munication range, 500 random generated topologies are simulated and the performance
measures averaged. In Figure B.1, the red line denotes the Max[Λi]∀i and the green line
denotes 2(N − 1)Mmax over the different communication ranges for scenario 1. From
the figure it can be observed that the network congestion is more severe at the backbone
network than at any dominant terminal due to uplink-downlink traffic from the associated
non-dominant terminals for all communication ranges below 400.




























Figure B.1: Max[Λi]∀i versus 2(N − 1)Mmax for scenario 1 with 100 terminals.
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In Figure B.2, the red and the green lines denote the Max[Λi]∀i and 2(N −1)Mmax
over the different communication ranges for scenario 2. Again it can be observed from
the figure that the network congestion is more severe at the backbone network than at any
dominant terminal due to the uplink-downlink traffic from the associated non-dominant
terminals for all communication ranges below 400.





























Figure B.2: Max[Λi]∀i versus 2(N − 1)Mmax for scenario 2 with 200 terminals.
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